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Date Name 

j, l, or m

j
l

m

Read and follow the directions in each row.

Directions:         all of the pictures that begin with  j .

Directions:         all of the pictures that begin with  l .

Directions:         all of the pictures that begin with  m .

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

7. 8. 9.
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Get On The Coaster

       and spell the word that matches each picture.
Pick a word and put it in an oral sentence.

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

Directions:         the picture that starts the same way as mug.

1. 2.

3. 4.

jam  mat mug  log

jam  jay jog         mug mug  mat
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Date Name 

Just Like Millie

the word to complete the sentence.

1.

Directions:  Follow the directions in each box below.

1.        the word that begins with the 
letter b .

2.        the word that begins the same 
way as hat.

2.

3.

Millie is standing on a _____________.

     mat      cat

Millie likes _____________ on her toast.

     hay      jam

Millie has a yellow _____________.

     cup      cod

boy

cod hoe

car box

jam ham

hat
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Review:         the word that starts the same way as log.

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

7. 8. 9.

More Rides To First Letter Mountain

       to the picture your teacher names.
Read and spell the word with your teacher.
       all of the pictures that begin with p.

F

round long curly
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Date Name 

Bonus:          the color that starts the same way as pup.

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

a. b. c.

the word to finish the want ad.

Wanted!

WANTED! WANTED! WANTED!

WANTED! WANTED! WANTED!

 A green ____________

pod          pup

 Blueberry ____________

pig          pie

 A big ____________

pen          pig

 A small ____________

pup          pig

 A red ____________

pen          pie

 A round ____________

pot          pie

Challenge:
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r
s
t

Read and follow the directions in each row.

Directions:         all of the pictures that start with  r .

Directions:         the picture that starts with  s .

Directions:         the picture that starts with  t .

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

r, s, and t

1. 2. 3.

1. 2. 3.
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3-Letter Ticket

Bonus:   What is the beginning letter of the word red?

Draw a line from a word to the picture that matches it.  Read and spell the word.

  

1.   rag

2.   tub

3.   rat

4.   sub

5.   rug

6.   sod

7.   ram

8.   rod



Date Name 
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More Words

Directions:   Follow the directions in each box.

Bonus:          the word that completes the sentence.  Read your sentences to someone.

1.

2.

1.         the picture that starts with the 
same sound as sod.

2.         the word that begins with t .

Bailey likes his new fishing ___________.

     rod      sod

Bailey likes to ride in a _____________.

     tub      sub

4.         the word that starts the same 
way as rug.

3.         the word that begins with r .

tub rat

mugjug

ham car

rambat

mat cat

rat bat


